Abstract-Lower urinary tract dysfunctions, such as urinary incontinence and overactive bladder, are conditions that greatly affect the quality of life for millions of individuals worldwide. For those with more complex pathophysiologies, diagnosis of these conditions often requires a urodynamics study, providing physicians with a snapshot view of bladder mechanics. Recent advancements in implantable bladder pressure monitors and advanced data analysis techniques have made diagnosis through chronic monitoring a promising prospect. However, implants targeted at treatment must remain in the bladder for long periods of time, making minimizing power consumption a primary design objective. Currently, much of the typical implant's power draw is due to data transmission. Previous work has demonstrated an adaptive rate transmission technique to reduce power consumption. However, the ultimate reduction in power consumption can only be attained when the device does not transmit bladder pressure samples, but rather bladder events. In this paper, we present an algorithm and circuit level implementation for on-chip bladder pressure data compression and event detection. It is designed to be a complete, tunable, and lightweight diagnosis and treatment framework for bladder pressure monitoring implants, capable of selectively transmitting compressed bladder pressure data with tunable quality, "snapshots" of significant bladder events, or simply indicate events occurred for the highest energy efficiency. The design aims to minimize area through resource reuse, leading to a total area of 1.75 mm 2 , and employs advanced VLSI techniques for power reduction. With compression and event detection enabled, the design consumes roughly 2.6 nW in TSMC 0.18 -µm technology. With only event detection, this reduces to 2.1 nW, making this approach ideal for long-life implantable bladder pressure monitoring devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
O VERACTIVE bladder and urinary incontinence are two examples of lower urinary tract dysfunctions, debilitating conditions which affect millions of individuals worldwide, imposing large financial burdens, and reducing the quality of life [1] . For individuals with more complex pathophysiologies, diagnosis of these conditions can be facilitated through the use of urodynamic testing, an acute procedure which involves filling the bladder with saline at super physiological rates, and monitoring bladder pressure, volume, and other metrics with respect to time. In some cases, the infusion of saline into the bladder at faster-than-physiological rates can produce results that may not be representative of bladder function during natural filling, which occurs at significantly lower rates. Meanwhile, the catheters used for infusion and pressure measurements can affect bladder activity, which can potentially confound results.
Ambulatory Urodynamics, a diagnostic test designed for observing bladder activity over longer periods of time with natural filling, has been demonstrated [2] . However, long-term usage of such ambulatory setups is impractical due to the wired nature of the sensors. Wireless, implantable pressure monitors can feasibly replace much of the equipment used in these studies, while enabling data collection over longer periods of time.
A number of such devices have emerged to meet this need [3] - [9] . An example use case of such a device is shown in Fig. 1(a) : an implanted pressure monitor, wirelessly charged and configured, transmits data to a custom device capable of receiving data from the implant and stimulating lower urinary tract nerves when required.
Minimizing power consumption is a common theme among bioimplantable devices, especially those aimed at chronic treatment applications, since higher power draw requires either larger batteries or more frequent recharges. Larger batteries are often not an option for such constrained environments, and requiring more frequent recharges can be cumbersome to end users when considering the typical inefficiency of wireless power transfer systems. To maintain a small implant size, reduce the frequency of recharges (as well as recharge cycles), and ensure long device lifetimes, device power consumption must be minimized.
For the device presented in [3] , power consumption from transmission at 100 Hz sampling is roughly 90% of the to- The insert shows that, on small scales, the signal changes very slowly, and is therefore highly compressible (from [10] ).
tal power draw ( Fig. 1(b) ). An efficient compression algorithm could enable devices to reduce transmission power. Ultimately, a vocabulary-based compression scheme in which the events themselves, or rather unique codes representing these events, are transmitted, rather than the raw or compressed signal data, can provide the most significant reduction in transmission power requirements [11] . For human bladder pressure signals, deciding what events to transmit can be achieved using Context Aware Thresholding (CAT), an algorithm designed to autonomously discriminate between different bladder events in the presence of noise [12] . Closed-loop neural control of the bladder using CAT has been successfully demonstrated in a human subject [13] , though the algorithm has not yet been implemented in hardware. In this paper, we present a novel algorithm and circuit architecture which enables an implanted device to seamlessly transition between one of three states, in which the device transmits:
1) compressed bladder pressure with tunable quality 2) a short window of compressed bladder pressure, but only when an event is determined to have occurred 3) only bladder events, represented by unique codes These options provide physicians with a complete framework for both diagnosis and treatment of urinary incontinence and other lower urinary tract dysfunctions. Specifically, the first option outputs the most data, although this can be adjusted by setting the compression quality. It can therefore be used for the original diagnosis. The second option, which outputs a snapshot of the data when an event occurs, outputs significantly less data, and can be used to either confirm a diagnosis, or for troubleshooting; for example, if the device is overstimulating, it may be worthwhile to see what is considered an event, in case further algorithm tuning is required. The third option outputs the least amount of data, simply indicating to the stimulator what event has been detected. This is most useful for treatment, as only a few bits are needed to differentiate between different events.
In particular, this paper makes the following novel contributions:
1) We present a tunable, lossy compression algorithm which leverages the properties of human bladder pressure signals to perform effective data compression. 2) We incorporate decision making hardware which uses multiresolution analysis and adaptive thresholding to detect bladder events in situ and in real time. 3) We validate the approach using recorded bladder pressure data from 14 human subjects, and show that the algorithm can achieve high compression ratios with low reconstruction error when configured to transmit only pressure data, and can accurately classify bladder events in real time. 4) We provide hardware implementation details with optimizations for ultralow power consumption, as well as area and power results from synthesis and layout in TSMC 0.18 μm technology. Having both compression and decision making hardware enables an implanted device to transmit either compressed data, compressed data and detected bladder events, or just the events, for the highest level of flexibility and reduced power consumption. Furthermore, significant portions of the circuitry are shared between the compression-only hardware and the decision making hardware, improving the area and energy efficiency of the implant. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example of a combined diagnosis/treatment implant for lower urinary tract dysfunction.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II gives a brief background on the properties of human bladder pressure which are used in the compression algorithm; Section III describes the compression algorithm design and flow; Section IV describes the event detection, designed to operate on compressed data; Section V provides an overview of the hardware implementation, synthesis and layout results, and a discussion on reducing power consumption for the implant device; finally, Section VI concludes with future directions for the research.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Generally, changes in human bladder pressure during natural filling occur very slowly relative to modern electronic device speeds, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Even when filled super-physiologically at a rate of 100 mL/min in urodynamics studies, static bladder pressure typically rises slower than 4 cm H 2 O/min. Bladder contractions are fast relative to storage pressure changes, occurring with a maximum pressure rate-ofchange of 10 cm H 2 O/s and typically lasting 1 to 30 seconds [14] . Motion artifacts superimposed on bladder pressures have higher frequency content, leading to recommended sample rates of 100 Hz to avoid aliasing effects.
Recent published works have demonstrated significant progress towards developing an effective bladder pressure sensor for chronic implantation [3] - [5] , [15] - [17] . The primary goal for a chronic, implanted bladder pressure monitor is to provide feedback data on the bladder state with sufficient accuracy and low latency such that contractions may be distinguished and acted upon separately from motion artifacts. These sensors measure pressure directly, and so require post-processing to determine when a significant bladder event has occurred. Alternatively, monitoring neural activity in the lower urinary tract has shown promise in estimating bladder volume or predicting contractions [18] - [20] , though such systems may not be ideal for chronic, ambulatory measurements, since mechanical stability of the neural interface is imperative for recording accuracy.
For the direct measure approach, thresholding is a common technique for predicting bladder events that is relatively low-cost. However, its efficacy outside of a clinical setting is limited, since superimposed motion artifacts necessitate measuring abdominal pressure as well. The development of Context Aware Thresholding (CAT) has shown that, with sufficient post-processing, it is feasible to discriminate between significant bladder events and the superimposed artifacts with bladder pressure only [12] . This has made direct measurements for single channel systems viable for providing feedback to a closed-loop stimulation system. Therefore, once a viable sensor is available, such a control algorithm can be used for treatment of lower urinary tract dysfunction.
In general, bladder pressure post processing has been performed off-chip using an external signal processor. This is logical for catheter-based measurement, which is the standard practice for clinical urodyamics; but in a future diagnosis and treatment system which relies on wireless transmission of bladder pressure data, performing this post-processing on-chip has numerous added benefits, namely reducing wireless transmission power and bandwidth requirements. This is attractive because data transmission from implantable medical devices consumes significant energy and is often the dominant power draw even in single-channel systems. For example, the device in [3] consumes 10x more energy when transmitting samples at 100 Hz then at 1.5 Hz (as shown in Fig. 1(b) ). Prior strategies for minimizing data transmission in pressure monitors have implemented very low, sub-Hz sample rates or burst transmissions of pressure history; these strategies have long latency which prevents real-time closed-loop bladder control. We demonstrated that a sparse approach can be effective, wherein pressure data is adaptively transmitted to match the activity level in the pressure signal. By only transmitting "important" samples real-time, low-latency telemetry was maintained, and average transmission power was reduced by 96% with 1.5% average error [3] . The major drawback of the sparse transmission approach is that signal information is inherently lost when samples are not transmitted. This fundamentally prevents a faithful reconstruction, which may contain important diagnostic symbols for some patients. Pre-transmission compression can mitigate reconstruction errors, but requires silicon area and computation power draw on the implanted device. Modern VLSI technology combined with new circuit topologies, however, can manage this tradeoff by performing data compression in an efficient and lightweight manner suitable for implementation in an ultralow-power implant device.
III. COMPRESSION OF BLADDER PRESSURE DATA
Based on the properties of human bladder pressure data detailed in Section II, we note that the approximation of expected values within a limited sample window can serve as sufficient representations of bladder state for the majority of the recording period. Meanwhile, events like non-voiding or voiding contractions, or spikes in vesical pressure due to the contribution of the abdominal muscles, present as unexpected changes in bladder pressure, and therefore must be handled with greater attention to detail.
A. Algorithm Flow
In this context, we present an algorithm which leverages these properties to perform efficient compression of bladder pressure data (Fig. 2) . Samples are first processed with a lightweight exponentially-weighted moving average (EWMA) [21] , expressed by the recursive relation in (1) .
Following this stage, we utilize a lifting scheme version of the Haar wavelet transform, which intrinsically meets the requirements for discriminating between periods of bladder filling and periods of bladder activity. Specifically, we employ a series of lifting stages, separating low frequency signal approximations from high frequency details [22] . Sample data are split into even and odd elements, on which certain operations, namely the predict and update steps, are performed. These result in computation of successive even and odd elements in the transform space, as defined by (2) and (3).
A total of n-bytes, where n is a power of two, are processed in a single lifting stage, which generates n/2 approximations, and n/2 details. Subsequent stages similarly reduce the time resolution by half. Furthermore, at each stage, a tunable threshold T d , applied coarsely to the odd (detail) coefficients of (2), determines which components are unexpected, and therefore should be retained in the final reconstruction. Coefficients which are below the threshold are stored as 0. This process tends to produce long runs of 0s (0-runs) in the resulting wavelet domain. Therefore, Run Length Encoding (RLE) is applied in the final processing stage. The encoder output is passed to the packet assembly, which first outputs the header data, containing the run lengths, followed by the corresponding values at each position.
With human bladder pressure data, we observed that one level of RLE tends to produce headers containing sequences of 1s (1-runs) interrupted by single instances greater than 1, corresponding to the 0-runs in the original data. Therefore, excepting rare cases in which the length of a 0-run is 1, it is possible to apply a second level of RLE on the header data itself, as shown in Fig. 3 . In the rare case of a single element 0-run, we can judiciously insert a non-zero placeholder that is below the cutoff threshold, such that the second level of RLE can be consistently applied to further compress the data. An example of this 2-pass RLE is shown in Fig. 3 . 
B. Determination of T d Range
Further analysis of the compression approach uncovers interesting properties for the average output size. Typically, thresholds below 3 do not produce 0-runs of sufficient length, which results in compressed representations that require more space than the original. We define the data compression ratio (DCR) as the ratio between compressed and uncompressed data sizes. For example, a 64 byte packet represented in 22 bytes yields a ratio of 22/64, or 34%. In the worst case, if no runs are found, the total size can be expressed as 2n + 1: 1 byte for header length, the n-byte header array, and the n-byte values array, leading to a DCR of about 200%. Because the signal complexity for a given window is nondeterministic, success of the compression strategy is dependent on finding an appropriate range of values for T d which provide a good balance between data size reduction and reconstruction error in the average case.
We determine this range empirically using a human cystometry dataset, which includes 64 recordings of vesical pressure from 14 human subjects sampled at 100 Hz and 8 bits per sample, with each recording lasting just over 8 minutes. An example recording is shown in Fig. 1(c) . Subjects had confirmed Neurogenic Detrusor Overactivity due to Spinal Cord Injury. Data were acquired at the L. Stokes Cleveland VA Medical Center using clinical urodynamics procedures as approved by their Institutional Review Board.
Taking the window size n = 64, this yields roughly 773 nonoverlapping sample windows per recording, or approximately 50000 total samples windows in the dataset. Each of these sample windows was compressed with thresholds starting at T d = 0, and compression ended once the percent decrease between subsequent output sizes fell below 0.1%. We observed that a minimum threshold of ±4 ADC codes, up to a maximum of ±14 ADC codes (with an 8 bit ADC), provided an appropriate thresholding range for the cystometry dataset. Below 4, resulting data were generally larger than the original, while above 14, the average output size stayed relatively constant. These values correspond to approximately ±1.6% to ±5.5% of the 8-bit ADC range.
Note that the value of threshold T d is inversely proportional to the resulting compression ratio and directly proportional to reconstruction error. A high value of T d will result in longer 0-runs at the cost of quality, whereas a low value has the inverse effect. Therefore, we define a single compression quality metric Q as
where T m ax ≈ 0.055, R is the ADC resolution in bits, and T d is the threshold value used to obtain a compressed signal with quality Q. This enables a user to specify a desired quality from 0 to 10, where 0 corresponds to low quality, high compression, and 10 corresponds to high quality, low compression. In practice, a Q value of 0 will produce more highly compressed results and reconstructions that tend to omit abdominal-pressure (motion) induced artifacts in the vesical pressure measurement, whereas a Q of 10 will produce high-fidelity reconstructions including motion artifacts. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4(b) . The particular choice therefore depends on the clinical application. Fig. 4(a) shows a sample output for a 60 second compression window with Q = 4. On average, the compressed data required 8.8 Bytes for each 64 Byte window (14%), with an average root-mean-square (RMS) error of 1.14 pressure units. This is slightly better than the expected compressed size of 17%, and comparable to the expected RMS error of 1.15, as shown in Fig. 4(c) . Table I shows results for compression and RMS error for all subjects, at selected quality factors of 0, 5, and 10. In the worst case quality (Q = 0), a DCR of 0.16 ± 0.02 was achieved, with an RMS error of 1.34 ± 0.40, while in the best case (Q = 10), a DCR of 0.27 ± 10 was achieved, with an RMS error of 0.81 ± 0.18. Fig. 4(b) visually demonstrates how the output can vary for different levels of Q; note that, for the lower levels of quality (0 and 3), both rises in pressure are ignored, whereas at higher levels of quality (6 and 9), one or both events are represented. DCRs for these windows range from 5% (q = 0, 3) to 17% (Q = 6) and 23% (Q = 9).
C. Quality of Reconstruction

IV. ON-CHIP EVENT DETECTION
The Context Aware Thresholding (CAT) algorithm has been previously tested on both recorded bladder pressure in a simulated real-time environment [13] , as well as in real-time in a prospective study with a single human subject, demonstrating effective event detection for closed-loop control of the human bladder [12] . While CAT was designed to be efficient in hardware, it has not yet been implemented as such.
The basis of the CAT algorithm is the separation of vesical pressure into high and low frequency components followed by adaptive thresholding on each resulting signal. At a given time t, the current window's threshold value is computed as the nth percentile from an ordered list of pressure samples. The four tap Daubechies wavelet db2 is used for generating high and low pass filter coefficients. This wavelet was chosen because on short time scales, the slow-changing vesical pressure signal can be approximated well with constant and linear polynomial terms. However, the hardware cost of the more complex db2 wavelet, as compared to the Haar wavelet, is relatively high, requiring addition/subtraction and multiplication with floating point numbers (e.g. √ 3/4). The Haar lifting scheme, on the other hand, can utilize simple binary addition/subtraction and bit shifts for division by 2. The loss of a single bit of precision due to bit shifting is acceptable in both diagnosis and treatment applications, making Haar the superior choice from an area/power perspective.
However, using Haar, we lose the ability to encode approximation polynomials with degree ≥ 1. On short time scales (e.g. 0.5s), and not during a significant event such as a contraction, human bladder pressure is relatively constant. On the other hand, during a contraction, the maximum pressure rate of change occurring within the bladder is around 10 cm H 2 O/s, and therefore will not typically remain constant during a 0.64 s window. Moreover, the Haar detail coefficients actually encode deviations from the pairwise signal average, which provides additional information about the activity in the signal. We can leverage this additional information to enable efficient event detection in hardware by activating the decision making circuitry only when the signal activity exceeds a threshold value. 
A. Detecting Activity in the Wavelet Space
Similar to the Detail Threshold (T d ) described in Section III-B, the Activity Threshold is determined using the same human cystometry dataset. For each recording, all bladder events-defined as a precipitous rise in pressure at least 10 cm H 2 O above the mean-were noted, and the signal activity, as measured by the 3rd and 4th level Haar detail coefficients, was logged. Recall that the compression scheme operates on 64 (2 6 ) samples at a time; thus, there are 8 (2 3 ) coefficients in the 3rd detail level, and 4 (2 2 ) coefficients in the 4th detail level. At these scales, there is a time resolution of 0.08 and 0.16 seconds per sample, so more weight is given to deviations at the 4th level of detail than to those at level 3. Specifically, the number of coefficients above T d in level 3 are divided by 2, which can be accomplished by a right bit shift in hardware, and added to the number of coefficients above T d in level 4. If the activity score AS > 1, the event detector is enabled. In effect, this activity threshold acts as a gating mechanism to the event detection hardware. The activity detection is lightweight, re-using the output from the compression's Haar transform stage, and can therefore reduce overall power consumption.
The caveat to using the number of non-zero detail coefficients is that the sensitivity of the activity detection will vary with T d : higher values of T d will tend to make the gating mechanism less sensitive, but could potentially cause the implant to miss important events. Conversely, a low value of T d , which is ideal for diagnosis, will tend to be more sensitive to changes in pressure, regardless of the cause, potentially enabling the event detector more often than necessary. As shown in Table I , the average duty cycle of the event detection hardware ranges from 36% ± 22%, 25% ± 19%, and 20% ± 16%, for Q = {0, 5, 10}, respectively. The Detection Accuracy is given for Q = 5, averaging 91% ± 5% events detected, with 0.4 ± 0.2 false positives per event detected [12] . As noted in previous work, successful event detection means that the algorithm automatically detected the event within 1 second of event onset. In practice, as long as the event is detected "in time", which may be several seconds after onset [13] , there will still be sufficient time to inhibit the bladder contraction by triggering neurostimulation. Performance of the modified event detection algorithm is shown in Table II .
B. Computation of the Adaptive Event Thresholds
The original design of the CAT algorithm calls for adaptive thresholds which are computed independently on signal approximations and details using separate percentile values. Computation of the percentile is achieved using a sorted list. An 8-bit, 8-input bitonic sorting network [23] is used for sorting incoming values, such that 1.28 seconds worth of sample history are used in the computation. We also adopt the nearest rank definition of percentile computation; in the case of 8 items, the value at index 7 corresponds to the 90th percentile. This greatly simplifies the hardware implementation at the cost of some precision. A diagram of the bitonic sorter is provided in Fig. 5 .
V. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
The algorithm was implemented in hardware using Verilog HDL, synthesized to gates using Synopsys Design Compiler, and Cadence Encounter was used for layout. We perform synthesis and layout at the 0.18 μm and 0.5 μm technology nodes to observe the effects of scaling on the design. The design was simulated using Synopsys VCS using as input samples from the human cystometry dataset, described in Section III. The overall hardware architecture is shown in Fig. 6 .
A. Compression Hardware Architecture
Initial filtering (EWMAF) is performed with α = 0.5, enabling the use of efficient bit-shifting instead of more costly division. The Haar lifting scheme (HAAR_XFM) is implemented sequentially in a single module, which enables efficient resource utilization. In addition, following the operations defined in Eqns. (2) and (3), the implementation operates on data in-place, such that only a single n × m− bit set of registers is required for all stages, as shown in Fig. 6(b) , A total of 4 stages are used to process the 64 byte packets, leading to 64 >> 4 = 4 bytes of approximation coefficients, which are generally nonzero, and 60 bytes of detail coefficients. In practice, the majority of the details in Level 1 (32 bytes) and Level 2 (16 bytes) are below T d and are therefore omitted from the packet. Any detail coefficients above the threshold are considered to be important or significant events in the signal, and are therefore retained in the packet. Once coefficients are computed, the packet is transferred to the run length encoder, which encodes data and assembles it into the final packet format (RLE_PKT) for transmission.
B. Event Detection Hardware
As described in Section IV, event detection occurs in two stages: activity detection and event detection. Activity detection requires very few components. If one non-zero value is identified in the transform packet between bytes 4 and 7 (detail level 4), or two non-zero packets are found between bytes 8 and 15 (detail level 3), the remaining comparisons are not executed, and the Event Detection circuitry is enabled (SN_EN in Fig. 6(c) ). Then, the most recent approximation coefficient (i.e. byte 3 of the transform packet) is compared to the 90th percentile value (at rank 7 of 8) at the previous output of the sorting network; if it exceeds this value, an event is considered to have occurred.
The new values are then shifted into the sorting network inputs. However, because an 8-input network is used, and there are already 8 values stored for each set of coefficients, it is necessary to have one additional comparator to handle the new input. This is used to check whether the new input is greater than the smallest stored coefficient. If it is, it will replace the smallest coefficient in the memory prior to sorting. Otherwise, no sorting is required, and the new value is discarded. Once sorting is complete, the newly ordered values are buffered at the output for comparison in the next cycle. Two sets of buffers are available, one for the approximation coefficients, and one for the details, and a control unit selects which are written to or read from each time a packet is processed. For the bitonic sorting network, the number of comparators required is O(n log 2 (n)). Therefore, it is preferable to have two sets of 8 × 8-bit registers than to have two separate sorting networks for the two types of coefficients. Other, more area efficient sorting networks, such as Knuth's provably-optimal 8 input sorting network, can be used to reduce area and power overhead.
C. Hardware Emulation
The above designs for the compression and event detection circuitry were first tested in simulation with VCS, and then mapped to a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), which enables hardware emulation of the design for functional and timing verification in hardware. The design was mapped to a Cyclone IV (EP4CE22) device, which operates at a core voltage of 1.0V and contains 22,320 programmable logic elements. A Terasic DE0-Nano development board, which contains the EP4CE22, was used for testing.
The design occupied roughly 54% of the device resources (12,139 of 22,320), while operating at a maximum frequency of 29.06 MHz. A breakdown of the area utilization by submodule (bottom) Activity detection signal, which controls power to the event detection hardware. Events (circle markers) are successfully detected shortly after onset, which is important for inhibiting unwanted events [12] . is given in Table III . Note that the majority of the area -just under 75% -is dedicated to the Haar transform module, while the only major Event Detection submodule is the bitonic sorter, which consumes nearly 95% of the logic elements in the event detection module. The estimated power consumption for the design, obtained using Quartus II PowerPlay Power Analyzer and vector-based estimation, was 106 mW, making it suitable for an external application, such as part of a pressure monitoring and data logging system. While the DE0-Nano development board does have an onboard ADC, for the purpose of emulation, we opted to load samples from on-chip memory in the FPGA. Sample data were converted to the appropriate memory initialization file (MIF) format, and read in at the system frequency of 25 MHz. Signal activity was observed using the built-in SignalTap II Logic Analyzer, which enables us to monitor internal nodes in near real-time. The outputs, including signal activity levels, state of the event detection circuitry, and compressed packets, were logged and compared with simulation results, and were found to match for the sample data. An example output is shown in Fig. 7 . Here, the detrusor pressure signal is shown for reference. The signal activity level indicates when the event detection circuitry is enabled. The three overlayed signals show the three different types of outputs possible from the system, including constant compressed packets (solid line), "snapshot" packets, which are only transmitted when there is sufficient signal activity (dashed line), and event codes (circle markers). At this time, the event detector only detects contraction events, and therefore only needs a binary value to indicate whether or not an event has occurred.
D. Area, Power, and Performance
Layouts with TSMC 0.18 μm and AMI 0.5 μm technology [24] result in total areas of 1.75 mm 2 and 15.00 mm 2 . Roughly 40% of the overall area is due to the memory elements, implemented as flip-flops. Using different memory technologies such as SRAM, or even emerging nanoscale memory technologies, can result in significant area reduction.
One key observation in the design is the relatively low clock frequency required for functional operation. Specifically, the ADC performs 100 Hz sampling, yielding one 64 Byte packet every 0.64 seconds. By comparison, the algorithm requires between 318 and 444 cycles -with a considerably shorter critical path -to produce a compressed packet; the variation in cycles arises from the packet output stage, since its duration depends on the resulting packet size. On average, the number of cycles will vary from 325 to 332 for different values of Q ranging from 0 to 10, respectively. This presents many opportunities for low power design, including 1) Using high V T gates for static power reduction.
2) Coarse-grained supply gating of individual pipeline stages for static power reduction. 3) Reducing V D D for static and dynamic power reduction. Table IV shows synthesis results at 0.18 μm and 0.5 μm technology nodes. Note that the static power for 0.5 μm is about 1.5x higher than that at 0.18 μm, as shown in the standard cell library reference [24] . Synthesis results at 0.18 μm also demonstrate that static power is about 10x greater than the dynamic power when operating at the minimum required frequency, roughly 7x the speed of the sample clock -in this case, 694 Hz -as dictated by the worst case number of processing cycles. Scaling below 0.18 μm would exacerbate this disparity; it is crucial, therefore, to reduce the effect of leakage on the circuit. Supply gating has been effectively used in similar situations [25] , and has been shown to effectively reduce leakage power by above 90% in some cases [26] . Therefore, we can expect to achieve significant power savings by operating at a higher frequency, leading to longer idle times. By varying the DC_CLK frequency between 1 kHz and 100 MHz, and assuming the worst case average runtime (332 cycles), we observed that the total (static + dynamic) average power consumption can be reduced from 1.2 μW to as low as 2.6 nW (0.18 μm), and from 3.6 μW to 17.8 nW (0.5 μm). This is achieved in both cases when operating DC_CLK at 1 MHz, leading to an effective duty cycle of 5.4 × 10 −4 % compared to the 0.64 s required to fill the 64 Byte sample buffer. This also reduces the post-packet acquisition latency, enabling more responsive conditional neurostimulation in treatment applications [12] . In addition, we assumed Q = 5 for the purposes of the activity detection, which results in an average event detection duty cycle of about 25% (Table I) , which further reduces the power consumption. Furthermore, if only event detection is required, the RLE_PKT stage, which consumes approximately 18% of the total power, can be permanently disabled, leading to an average power consumption of 2.1 nW and 14.6 nW for 0.18 μm and 0.50 μm, respectively.
Supply gating transistors also require additional power control signals. Due to the deterministic nature of the first three pipeline stages, each module can generate the supply enable signal for its neighbor ("PWC" in Fig. 6(a) ). We adopt this approach to simplify the IC power network design and reduce the area overhead.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel, tunable algorithm for wavelet transform based efficient compression of bladder pressure data. We have tested the algorithm using a large human cystometry dataset, and results show excellent compression with low average RMS error. We have integrated the compression algorithm with Context Aware Thresholding, which has been modified to operate in ultralow power hardware, sharing considerable resources for improved area and energy efficiency, while not sacrificing detection accuracy. The proposed framework will enable future bladder pressure monitoring devices to transmit either compressed data at various levels of compression, compressed snapshots of events, or only event codes for the highest energy efficiency, providing physicians with the flexibility to choose between the diagnosis and treatment options using the same implant. We have presented efficient hardware implementation of our design. Results from synthesis and layout of the hardware in 0.18 μm technology demonstrate ultra-low average power of 2.6 nW with an area of 1.75 mm 2 . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example of a combined compression and event detection algorithm which is tailor-made to human bladder pressure data, that is also amenable to ultralow-power hardware implementation. In this way, it can simultaneously support diagnosis, long-term monitoring, and treatment of lower urinary tract dysfunction using a closed-loop system. Furthermore, it can provide an important tool for biomedical research in this area.
